*Important To Read Before Using

Product Warning:
Always use the necessary safety gear while using this product. This includes safety glasses, gloves, etc.
Always use the required safety items recommended located on the label of the pesticide you choose to use in
combination with the BuzzDuster
Always follow the instructions of the pesticide located on the product label
Always avoid powerlines (hazard). This product could cause electrical shock possibly resulting in death. Use at
your own discretion
The end user accepts full responsibility of misuse and or abuse of this product.

Instructions:
Unpackage the product from box
Dust Canister: The top of canister can be twisted off in order to add the pesticide of your choosing. Drione Dust
works best. Add what you deem necessary for the job. The bottom cylinder piece of the canister will twist off and
is where you will find the filter . Additonal filters have been included with your product. Once the pump is
attached and contents of canister is in place. Begin pumping to disperse dust to treat the targeted area.
Scraper: This attachment is intended to clean off debris from structure ,where the nest is attached.
Spray Can Attachment: Place insecticide spray can in the holder. Use the velcro to keep in place. You
may adjust the height of trigger by untwisting the threaded screw and raising or lowering vertical piece.
Tighten again to hold in place. The nylon string should be attached to trigger. When pole is extended,
you will pull string to initiate trigger to disperse spray.

Thank you for your purchase. We appreciate your business

BuzzDuster: Diagram
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Compression fitting(s): Loosen by
twisting which will allow pole to
telescope. Adjust accordingly to
height deemed necessary for the
job. Make sure to tighten fittings by
twisting back into place, to lock
pole in place
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